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ABSTRACT

There is increasing interest in the application of remote multiplexing systems
(RMS) for power plant applications. Remote multiplexing can replace the majority
of conventional control and instrumentation signal cables. In addition, the RMS
can perform control logic functions presently implemented by discrete hardwired
c i r c u i t e l e m e n t s . -.=-.--.--... „ ^ „ ..-_.= ..,. .-:....-•_-..--•....•-.*--

This paper reviews the background and trends in the use of RMS and the attendant
advantages and concerns. Classifications of multiplexed digital systems are pre-
sented to show the evolution of this technology in power plant applications.

Nuclear safety-related applications of RMS are discussed with emphasis on the
impact of selected NRC Regulatory Guides on such applications.
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INTRODUCTION •

This paper presents the state-of-the-art of remote multiplexing systems (RMS)
for nuclear power plant applications; To date these applications have been
rather minimal; therefore, actual operating experience is very limited. Hence,
this paper does not purport to provide specific recommendations or solutions to
some of the concerns which are discussed. Rather, it is an attempt to summa-
rize the results of studies which have been conducted by Bechtel Power Corpo-
ration and other organizations to stimulate some thinking regarding both the
potential advantages and disadvantages of remote multiplexing systems for
nuclear power plants.
* . , •

/ Although the principal topic of this paper is remote multiplexing systems (RMS),
the discussion is properly broadened to include related digital systems which
utilize the same basic technology. A more all-encompassing description for
this broad family of systems might be "multiplexed digital processing systems
for monitoring and control". These systems include not only RMS, but also .
process computers, microprocessors, programmable controllers, and dis -
tributed control - all of which utilize time-shared digital computers for high
speed, serial processing of data in digital form. This newer technology is in
contrast to the conventional instrumentation and control systems which utilize
discrete hardwired instruments, relays, and solid-state control elements
which are interconnected via hardwired circuits.

Several classes and applications of multiplexed systems are described to
indicate the evolution of this technology. These classes range all the way from
simple applications, in non-safety-related systems, to complex applications
involving functions essential to nuclear safety. The most simple applications
involve only signals required for monitoring and display. The more complex
applications include control signals for both modulating and on-off functions.
Discussion of nuclear safety-related applications emphasize the need for
conformance to established codes, standards and regulations for the nuclear -
industry. " • .



BACKGROUND AND TRENDS

Over the past several years, considerable interest has been focused on the use
of remote multiplexing for control and instrumentation signal circuits in power
plant applications. Although multiplexing systems have been successfully used
in other industries, they have had only limited applications in power plants.

A primary interest in the utilization of RMS is to substantially reduce the
thousands of "conventional signal cables throughout the power plant. Typical
cable quantities for a 1, 000 MWe nuclear plant axe 4, 600, 000 feet (1,400, 000 m)
of cable (1)*. , The majority of conventional wiring would be replaced by simple
time-shared^ data links interconnecting the thousands of control and instrumentation
devices within the control room to those located throughout the power plant.
Hence, the primary incentive is to reduce the costs of material and labor
associated with conventional hardwired signal circuits. These costs run into
millions of dollars.

Further investigations have disclosed that in addition to replacing signal wires,
most remote multiplexing systems have the basic capability to readily accommodate
the addition of control logic functions at a substantial cost savings, over con-
ventional hardwired logic.

In I974, Bechtel Power Corporation undertook a study to determine the pros
.and cons of RMS applications for both nuclear and fossil-fueled power stations.
This I974 report generally concluded that:

o Remote multiplexing systems are commercially available from a few
manufacturers, without the need for further research and.development.

o These commercially available systems utilize hardware which is compatible
with power plant environmental conditions, with the possible exception of
locations inside the containment structure.

o . The economic break-even point, compared to hardwired cabling was, in
I974, in the range of 10,000 circuits with an average run of Z00 feet or

. 3, 500 circuits with an average run of 300 feet.

Bechtel is currently preparing an addendum to our 1974 study to take into account,
changes in the cost and reliability of multiplexing systems, changes in the cost
of labor and material associated with conventional hardwired cabling, and other
factors which influence the advantages and disadvantages of RMS. In general,

* Numbers in parenthesis refer to references at the end of this paper.



these trends show a greater incentive towards the wider use of RMS. This
evaluation of RMS is a part of Bechtel's on-going efforts in the optimization
of nuclear power plant design (1).

There have been a number of studies, reports, and technical articles on the
subject of remote multiplexing and on related topics such as digital control and
distributed microprocessors. The most comprehensive report, to our
knowledge, is entitled "Study of Remote Multiplexing for Power Plant Applications",
published by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in 1976 (2).

It contains the results of surveys with a number of organizations within the
United State*: the major electric utility companies, the four principal NSSS
vendors, several of the-major architect-engineers, and a host of manufacturers
who currently or plan to supply RMS for power plant applications. The report
contains an extensive bibliography. This EPRI report is a landmark contribution
to the power industry; it provides authoritative information on a wide spectrum
of potential multiplexing applications.

ADVANTAGES AND CONCERNS RELATED TO RMS ' . .

The obvious benefits from the use of RMS can be labeled tangible benefits.
These benefits fall into tvyo categories, depending upon the degree of utilization

/òf the RMS:

o Reduction in the amount of conventional cabling. The principal saving is in
the reduction of field-run cabling; however there can also be a significant
reduction of conventional wiring within shop-fabricated control panels and
logic cabinets*.

o Reduction in the cost of conventional discrete, hardwired control logic, both
for analog and on-off control systems. This, in turn, can substantially

. reduce the volume of logic cabinets and corresponding floor area requirements.

In addition, there are several intangible benefits which may not be realized in the
initial RMS applications, but which can be expected to be realized as the industry
becomes more-familiar with the mechanics of specifying and applying RMS.
Some of these intangible benefits include:

o Flexibility for accommodating on-going and last minute design changes. In
the present-conventional control and instrumentation design process,, these
changes.require the revision of schematic and interconnection wiring diagrams,
which control the design and installation of the present hardwired systems.
RMS offers the significant potential for adding, or deleting input and output
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signals at random, with the ability to put such late revisions into their
proper functional sequence simply by modifications to the RMS software.

• In other words, last minute design changes do not require physical rewiring,
but only modifications to the software programs which structure and
control the RMS.

o Shortening of the project construction schedule due to the substantial
.reduction.in the amount of field-run cabling. Completion of field-run cabling
could be expected to be accelerated through the use of RMS remote units,
which are shipped very early in the project schedule and contain only terminal
blocks. The active electronic modules in each remote unit which are subject
to last minute engineering changes, wo.uld be held in the RMS vendor's shop
for the final functional test program. The electronic modules would be
shipped later on for simple installation in the remote units via prefabricated
cable connectors. • . '

Some advocates of RMS would argue that the above two features are not all that
intangible and that additional credits should be assigned in terms of dollars and
schedule savings.

Some of the concerns and potential disadvantages associated with RMS include:

/
No matter how sophisticated, redundant, and reliable the RMS electronics
may be, it is difficult to duplicate the reliability of conventional hardwired
circuitry. Although the basic technology for RMS has been demonstrated
in other industries, there is some skepticism regarding its .reliability
over the long term, e.g., 20 years, compared to hardwired circuits.
Hence, there is a burden of proof on the RMS vendor to demonstrate that
his system contributes only an insignificant risk to the overall unavailability .
of the power plant.

The active electronics in any "RMS will necessitate some level of maintenance,
which is not required for passive hardwired circuitry.

Maximizing the cost effectiveness of RMS will require the use of a large
number of small reinóte units, located in close proximity to the thousands
of instrument and control devices throughout the plant. This is necessary to
minimize the conventional wiring between these devices and the nearest,
remote unit. Hence, the remote units must be able to tolerate the normal
and abnormal environmental conditions throughout the plant, particularly
within the secondary containment.structure. This will permit the
replacement of many containment cable penetrations by a very few RMS



data-bus penetrations. At the present time however, it appears that the
influence of ambient temperature changes and ambient radiation levels,
challenge the state-of-the-art in electronics to withstand these conditions

• over á prolonged period. . . . . _

These concerns are not identified in the context of insurmountable obstacles,
but rather as a challenge to the RMS vendors to demonstrate and document their
ability to overcome them. ,- •

As a practical matter, there are a very few extremely critical measurement and
control circuits in both nuclear and fossil-fueled power plants" whose failure could
have unacceptable consequences. In the context of overall economic savings
attributable tt> the use of RMS, it is perfectly logical to retain these very few
circuits as conventional hardwired systems. For example, high neutron flux
measurements for reactor trip initiation and main generator fault protection
could remain hardwired. Criteria for retaining such critical functions as hardwired
circuits would include extremely fast response and/or low level signals susceptible
to electrical noise interference and/or other environmental distortions. These
extremely critical circuits probably represent something less than five percent
of the total measurement and control signals within a nuclear power plant, and
therefore', their influence on the economics of the RMS applications is trivial.

CLASSES AND APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPLEXED DIGITAL SYSTEMS.

The possibilities for classification or categorization of multiplexed digital systems
are somewhat arbitrary and boundless. The following four categories are
intended to depict the evolution of these systems in power plant applications.
The classes are listed chronologically, from process computers installed in the
mid-1960's to advanced systems which have yet to go into service.

1. General-purpose, central process computers;

Process or plant computers have been a commonly accepted feature in both
fossil and nuclear power plants for over the past ten years. These computers
incorporate internal high speed-multiplexer for hundreds to thousands of
input signals. Typical applications: . . ' . . . • . -

a.. Generally confined to data acquisition and display.

b. Some applications include automatic: control. Seven applications, in
v the United States, provide direct digital control (DDC) for principal /

control of fossil-fueled units. The Canadians have successfully employed
DDC systems for their heavy water (CANDU) reactors.



2. Dedicated digital computers for specific functions: -.

Use of special-purpose digital computers for monitoring and control -
generally supplied by a major equipment vendor. Generally, these computers
also have internal multiplexing. Typical applications:

a. Digital electro-hydraulic (DEH) computer for start-up and load control
of main turbine-generator units.

b. Calculation of safety related parameters for initiation of reactor trip
signals. Example: PWR core limit calculations such as departure
from nucleate boiling (DNBR) and local power density (LPD) limits.

c. Control of packaged plant auxiliary systems, e. g., condensate
demineralizer systems. Typically, these applications utilize programmable
controllers'. • ,

3. Remote' multiplexing systems to replace conventional cabling:

Multiplexing function is distributed among remote units throughout the plant.
The RMS serves primarily as a signal transmission link with little or no
control logic capability. Typical applications:

/ a. "Front-end" to the central process computer,i.e., distributing the
multiplexing function among remote units.

b. Monitoring and control of cooling towers. . •

c. Radiation monitoring systems,

.d. Plant security systems.

4. Utilization of the RMS (or connected digital systems) for automatic control
logic functions: .

In addition to signal transmission this concept has the potential for replacing
the majority of conventional analog control systems and/or hardwired on-off
controls using relay or solid-state logic elements. Candidate applications
include: . •

a. Unit load-regulating controls (power generation). .

b. Unit startup sequencing controls.



c. Equipment protection systems.

d. Nuclear safety-related systems, i.
engineered safety feature system.

e., reactor protection system and

The automatic control functions described in Class 4 above can be implemented
either in terms of a centralized control computer (in the control building) or in
terms of distributed "intelligent" remote units located throughout the plant. At
the present time the advantages of centralized .control include the use of high
level programming language which is not generally available in the distributed
"intelligent remotes". Hence, the programming task can be more difficult with
distributed control. Conversely, an advantage in using distributed control is
less reliance on the central control unit. If the central unit should fail the
automatic control reverts to local automatic control before it is necessary to revei
to total manual control. This feature is sometimes referred to as "graceful
degradation", and it improves the ability to maintain power generation by avoiding
a complete unit trip due to partial failure of the RMS.

SAFETY-RELATED APPLICATIONS OF RMS

The original studies for the application of RMS to nuclear power plants purposely
avoided involvement with the plant protection system (PPS), or any safety-

•related circuits. However, the industry is now implementing or considering
safety-related applications of RMS. At least two of the NSSS vendors plan to
utilize some degree of multiplexing within the PPS. Safety-related applications
of multiplexing are typified by Applications 2b and 4d on Prges 6 and 7.

Safety-related applications of multiplexing can be considered in the following
three categories, with increasing dependence on the multiplexing links:

o Multiplexing of signals used for status display only, i. e., input signals from
from field sensors and output signals from the PPS to the plant computer,
annunciator, status lights, etc.

o Adding multiplexed input signals to conventional hardwired protective voting
logic and the output signals from the logic to final elements in the plant
protection system. " . '

o Implementation of the overall PPS voting logic by means of the RMS
software versus the conventional discrete hardwired logic.



At the present time, two of the NSSS vendors are utilizing the first of the above
categories, and the secondary category is under consideration. To our
knowledge, the third category is not being considered at the present time.

For any of the above applications, the multiplexing system must, of course,
fully comply with all of the applicable NRC regulatory guides over and above the
requirements for reliability associated with power generation. The foremost
of these requirements are compliance with Regulatory Guide 1. 75 regarding
redundancy and channel separation and Regulatory Guide 1. 89 regarding
qualification for seismic events and for the appropriate plant environmental •
conditions. The impact of selected regulatory guides on the use of RMS is
covered in App'endix 'B1.

One might reasonably ask why multiplexing is being utilized, at least to some
extent, for these functions which are vital to plant safety. Indeed, the NRC is
asking such questions on a generic basis and during the licensing review for
specific plants. Two arguements can be advanced for the use of multiplexing
in conjunction with the P.PS:

1.- The reduction in conventional wiring significantly reduces the hazard of cable
fires and simplifies the separation and isolation of redundant safety circuits
and between safety to non-safety circuits. Taken to'the extreme, one can
visualize virtual elimination of the conventional cable spreading areas

• . adjacent to the main control room.

•2. Avoidance of spurious actuations. Existing hardwired circuits' are subject
to open or short circuits due to cable fires or other hazards. Because of
redundancy and separation, such faults do not disable the PPS. However,
open or short circuit faults car. initiate spurious safety actuations which
could result in'an unnecessary unit shutdown or to certain process transients
which,could lead to potentially unsafe conditions. • Transmission of measurement
and control signals via a multiplexed data-bus provides an inherent fail-safe
feature. An open or short circuit in the data-bus simply disables all signals
tied into that bus and spurious actuations are thereby precluded.

At the present time, the majority of the multiplexing applications which are
safety related handle transmissions only within the control building, i . e . , between
control panels and logic cabinets in close proximity. Very few of the multiplexed
transmissions reach out into the general plant area or into the containment
structure. • .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The electric power utility business is traditionally very conservative with
respect to incorporation of new technology. Prior to acceptance, new equipment
and new design methods must have demonstrated reliability for prolonged
periods of operation with a minimum of maintenance. In the case of instrumentation
and control, it must be shown that the equipment can tolerate the plant
environment without significant loss of calibration or function and without
spurious actuation. Hence, there is an understandably cautious approach to
the application of RMS (active electronics) to replace conventional cabling
(passive copper wires)* However, as the multiplexing equipment becomes
increasingly more fault tolerant and hardened to the plant environment, the
resultant reliability becomes acceptable.

Initial application of remote multiplexing in nuclear and fossil-fueled power
plants can be expected to encompass primarily circuits confined to monitoring
and display. Subsequent applications can be expected to include automatic control.
Indeed, the incorporation of control logic as a part of the RMS hás a potential
for extremely attractive economics. Potentially, the RMS can replace not only
the majority of conventional cabling, but also the majority of hardwired discrete
logiä elements presently utilized for both analog and on-off control systems. Such
advanced control systems can take a variety of configurations, all the way from
one large integrated system supplied by a single vendor, to a multiplicity of
Separately supplied and interconnected digital systems. This latter approach
gives rise to the need for a universal data highway (3) which can provide a
transmission path compatible with digital equipmen, produced by a number of
manufacturers. This universal data highway will be analogous to the standardization
of existing transmission signals, i .e . , the 3-15 psig pneumatic signal and
4-20 MA electric signal. % ' .

Two forces appear to be driving us towards wider use of advanced digital systems
for measurement and control: . ' .

o The ever expanding utilization of advanced micro-electronics allows the
sanie functions to be performed with instrumentation and control equipment
which has an ever decreasing installed cost. • .

o The generally increasing cost for installation of conventional instrumentation .
and control equipment - primarily due to the high labor cost for wiring -

• both field-run cables and interpanel wiring.

Due to these forces, we should see a gradual utilization of multiplexing and other
advanced digital systems within the" power industry. Just what this rate of
utilization will be remains as an interesting question.

. M..--M..fa • • jm
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Remote Multiplexing System (RMS) • .

Transmission of measurement and control signals, in digital form, overa
time-shared data link. The term "remote" denotes the use of input/output
units remote from a central (master) station.

Data link is also referred to as data bus or data highway. Physically, it
is a small multi-conductor cable or a coaxial cable.

• •

Direct Digital Control (DDC) '

An automatic control system utilizing digital computer(s) which directly
•actuates final control elements. The computer is time-shared for input
(measurement) signals and output (control) signals.

Plant Protection System (PPS)

Systems required to assure:

o ' The capability to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition.

o The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

o The capability to prevent, or mitigate the consequences of, accidents
which result in radiological hazards at the site boundary.

Supervisory Control (2 definitions)

o Use of ¿digital computer to supervise the set-points of conventional
analog controllers in response to a program to optimize plant/process
performance. Supervisory control is distinguished from DDC in that
the computer does not directly control final control elements.

o Transmission of status arid control signals over a time-shared data-
link, usually between two or more stations several miles apart. •

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC

The United States NRC, formerly the regulatory branch of the US Atomic
Energy Commission. '

Institute of Electrical and Electronies Engineers, IEEE

A - l



APPENDIX B

INFLUENCE OF REMOTE MULTIPLEXING

SYSTEMS, RMS, ON COMPLIANCE WITH SELECTED

NRC REGULATORY GUIDES

• NOTE: The referenced IEEE, Standards are further described under
References at the end of the paper,

R. G. 1. 22 "Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions " (see also
IEEE-279" and -538)

o Need provisions to fully exercise RMS transmission functions, one
channel at a time.

o Need to verify error detection features for signal transmission
security. .

o Check for calibration drift within RMS, e. g., analog-to-digital
converters.

R. G. 1. 53 "Application of the Single-Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Plant
. . Protection Systems" (see also IEEE-279 and -379)

ö Failure modes and effects analysis for RMS design performed by
vendor.

o RMS design to provide for detection of single component failure
during normal operation.

o Same degree of redundancy and channel independence provided in
RMS as for other Class IE instrumentation, control, and power sources.

R. G. 1.75 "Physical Independence of Electric Systems" (see also IEEE - 279 and -3

o Use of RMS simplifies separation by reducing cabling and wiring
congestion.

o Multiplexing provides some degree of inherent isolation between
Class IE circuits, and IE to non-IE circuits, since only one circuit
is sampled at a time. . .

R. G. 1. 89 "Qualification of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants"
(see also IEEE - 323 and-344)

o Seismic: qualify central (master).RMS equipment to generic
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• corít'd worst-case required response spectrum (RRS) for control room
elevation. For remote units, qualify to generic worst-case RRS
at location where remote could be located, e.g. high in contain-
ment structure.

o Environmental: qualify master RMS equipment to control building en-
vironment - not severe. Attempt to qualify remote units for worst-
case in-containment environment. May need protective enclosure for
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) environment.

Must account" for the effects of ageing on functional integrity of RMS -
particularly critical for radiation and ambient temperature effects
for remote units located .in-containment. .

o Demonstrate RMS immunity to electrical noise, e.g., IEEE-472

R. G. 1.97 "Instrumentation for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants
to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following An Accident"

o RMS must clearly withstand accident and post-accident conditions

o Evaluate each accident for consequences to RMS: LOCA, loss of
offsite power, etc.

R. G. 1. 118 "Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems"

(same as R. G. 1.22)

R. G. 1.120 "Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants"

o Reduction in cable congestion.and, therefore, in combustibles
(cable insulation).

o Reduction in cable trays and, therefore, in the extent of automatic
fire suppression syst.em required for cable trays.

o Reduction in the extent of 3-hour fire walls between redundant
cable trays in the cable spreading room(s).
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